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The 3-step entrance matting system is a highly effective solution designed to enhance facility cleanliness 
and safety. Comprising three distinct types of mats placed in sequential order, this system efficiently 
reduces cleaning time and improves safety within the facility.

FROM FILTHY TO FLAWLESS:FROM FILTHY TO FLAWLESS:
UNRAVELING THE MAGIC OF 3-STEP MATTING!

By implementing the 3-step entrance matting system, you can:
3 Reduce cleaning time because the mats prevent dirt, moisture, and debris from spreading throughout 

the facility. 
3 Enhance safety by minimizing slip and fall hazards, as they remove moisture and dirt shoes at each step.
3 Minimize external pollutants entering and spreading through the building.

1 SCRAPER MAT  
Starting with an outdoor scraper mat, typically made of coarse fibres 
or rubber bristles, effectively removes large debris, such as dirt, mud, 
and gravel, from the shoes of incoming individuals. By preventing these 
particles from entering the facility, the system minimizes the spread of 
dirt and contaminants throughout the interior spaces. 
 
 
 

2	 SCRAPER/WIPER 
The second step incorporates a water-absorbing mat or a recessed 
“well mat” inside the entrance. This mat, typically made of absorbent 
materials, effectively traps and retains moisture, finer dirt particles, and 
smaller debris, preventing slip hazards and reducing the amount of dirt 
tracked into the facility. 
 
 
 

3	 WIPER 
The third step involves the installation of an indoor wiper mat, often 
made of dense, durable fibres. This mat removes any remaining dirt 
and moisture, providing a final line of defence against slip and fall 
accidents while improving indoor air quality.

Scraper for larger debris and out-
door dirt

Wiper is the final barrier to ensure a 
clean and dry entryway. 

Scaper/Wiper traps finer particles 
and absorb excess moisture
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For more information please visit swish.ca

FEATURED	MATS

Swish is Canada’s source for quality cleaning supplies and equipment. 

We help businesses small and large develop cost and health effective cleaning programs. Customers and employees can feel 
confident in the safety of your facilities. If you are looking for a single-source supplier with best-in-class products and technologies, 
we can help you develop custom programs that scale with you - no matter how big the job. Our national team and distribution 
network are ready to support your organization from training to planned maintenance.

Connect with a Swish expert today.
ONLINE swish.ca    CALL 1-855-467-9474

EDGEWOOD	GRITSTOP	FINGERMAT™
• Rugged scraper mat for increased floor protection 

and safety
• Scraper fingers remove and trap dirt and debris 

SKU	#GFM223672

EDGEWOOD	EVEREST™	MAT	WITH	EDGING
• Durable rubber backing for lasting performance
• Keeps soils and water off floors to inhibit floor 

damage and slip and fall accidents 

SKU	#EVR432006

Find out more at: https://swish.ca/floor-care-matting
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